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Preface
Combinatorics onWords is a young fascinating topic in discretemathematics. For decades
words, i.e., sequences of symbols taken from a ﬁnite alphabet, have been a useful tool
for formulating and proving important results on quite a large variety of different areas,
not only in mathematics, but also, e.g. in physics, and, especially, in computer science.
Recently, Combinatorics on Words has grown to an important research topic of its own,
which is demonstrated, for example, by the fact that it has a separate classiﬁcation entry in
Mathematical Reviews (68R15).
Lothaire’s books “Combinatorics on Words’’ from 1983 and “Algebraic Combinatorics
on Words’’ from 2002 play an important role in the development of this ﬁeld of interest.
These books also witness the expanding impact of words in other areas of mathematical
sciences.
The biannual conference, referred to as WORDS, was established in 1997. The ﬁrst
two WORDS conferences were held in Rouen (1997 and 1999), and the third in Palermo
(2001). A special issue of Theoretical Computer Science has been devoted to each of the
past conferences. These are the volumes 218, 273 and 307 of TCS-A.
The fourthWORDSconference took place inTurku in September 2003. Itwas attended by
almost 100 participants, out of 15 different countries. The program consisted of six invited
and 35 contributed presentations. In particular, there was a plenary lecture by academician
S.I. Adian on “The Burnside problem on periodic groups and related topics.’’
Complete proceedings of the conference appeared in the TUCS series [1]. The present
special issue of Theoretical Computer Science consists of 10 papers that were presented in
the conference, and then carefully reviewed for this issue.
The contents of this issue is brieﬂy described in the following. In the ﬁrst paper S.I. Adian
formulates a simple problem related to the famous word problem of one-generator semi-
groups. The next three papers belong to the classical and popular theme of Combinatorics
on Words, namely the theory of unavoidable patterns. First, J.D. Currie presents an exten-
sive survey of this topic concentrating on open problems. Then N. Rampersad, J. Shallit,
and Ming-Wei Wang prove new results on avoiding long squares in words, and they also
reprove in a simple way some older results in this problem setting. Finally, L. Ga¸sieniec,
R. Kolpakov, and I. Potapov consider algorithmic aspects of repetition free words. The
second group of papers is devoted to fundamental periodicity properties of words. First, S.
Constantinescu and L. Ilie prove a variant of an extension of Fine and Wilf’s theorem for
arbitrary number of periods, while S. Holub gives a new and elegant solution to Duval’s
Conjecture on bordered words. The next two papers deal with complexity issues. First, A.
Frid considers problems on arithmetic complexity of inﬁnite words, and in the next paper,
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by I. Araújo and V. Bruyère, Sturmian words, i.e. words with subword complexity n + 1,
are studied and a conjecture concerning the repetition structure of these words is solved.
The two remaining papers deal with ﬁxed points of iterated morphisms and binary search
trees. In the paper by F. Levé and G. Richomme a conjecture on ﬁxed points of morphisms
is partially solved, while in the last paper of this issue, F. Hivert, J.-C. Novelli, and J.-Y.
Thibon develop algebraic tools to handle binary search trees.
The next WORDS conference, the ﬁfth in succession, will be in Montreal, Canada,
in 2005. We hope to see there many enthusiastic researchers of this fascinating ﬁeld of
Combinatoric on Words.
We would like to thank Professor Giorgio Ausiello, Chief Editor of TCS-A, the authors
of this issue, and the referees of the articles for their cooperation and help.
Turku and Palermo, November 1, 2004.
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